
Worm up
Chollenge
Tell students they have to make a round the world trip using as many modes of transport as possible. ln two or
three teams, students compete to think of as many Ways of travelling as possible in 2 mļnutes. The team with

the longest list (of acceptable modes) wins.
NOTE: The mode of travelling must be one that people really do use, so no magic carpets or riding on the backs

of eaglesl
ĪlP: lt can help to work through the alphabet: think of a means of transport beginning with A, then one
beginning with B, and so on.

Getti ng there

Speaking Part 2 Activity 3

Suggested answers
ī Īhey discuss the advantages and disadvantages ol all

the options.

2 Īhey reach a conclusion: going by bicycle įs the best

option for William,

3 They interact well, responding to and developing each

other's arguments. For example: I thinkthafs a g00d

idea. fu what about gling by bus? Weil, it depends.

H >>lesk students to read qulckly through the
conversation before you play the recording
again. They write in the words they hear. Pause
the recording occasionally to allow them time
to write.

Point out how many of the missing words and
phrases make the dialogue feel more
interactįve, more like a real exchange of views.
Give them one or two examples:

So what about ...? I think thot's a good idea.
Then ask them to read out others.

Students work in pairs and practise reading the
completed dialogue aloud. See page 136 for
the Īapescript (the Answers are shown in bold).

Follow up
Before they start writing, brainstorm with students
the possible good and bad points of each option. Īhe
options here are less clear cut and more a matter of
personal preference than the transport question, so
students can put their own likes and dislikes into the
characters. lssues to consider:
Whot are their interests?
Whqt do they wont to get from their holiday, e.g.
physical exercise? Total relaxation? Cultural
experience? Fun?
How much is cost o factor?
Sįudents should try to incorporate interactive
phrases into their written dialogues. You may want to
suggest that they do the writing in pairs.
NOTE: Many learners at this level under-exploit a task
and as a result do not demonstrate the depth or
range of the language they have at their disposal. For
thįs reason it's a good idea to remind students that
the process of discussing options is the important
thing, not the conclusion reached.
ln this writing task, for example, it is better if the two
friends have slightly different tastes and Īnterests, a5

that is more likely to generate real 'negotiation'.

Getti ng there

Speaking ?arŽ 2 Activity 3

B: That's true
going by bike? We know he has a bicycĮe
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ll Work in pairs. Talk about this situation with
your partner and agree on the best option.

El >>tltlow listen to two people doing the
same task.
1 Do the speakers discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of each option for William?

2 Do they choose an option for William? lf so,
what are the reasons for their choice?

3 How much do the speakers interact with
each other?

El >>tlrlow listen to two different people
doing the same task, and answer the
questions in exercise 2.

ģ ;p1nead the conversation below, then
Iisten again and fill in the spaces with the
words you hear.

A: Right.

B: You start.

A: oK. Well, I don't thįnk waĮking is a good idea.
Eight kilometres is q bit too far to waĮk earĮy
in the morning.

B; it's a good way to
keep fit and it doesn't cost anything.

A: Yes, but most people want to get to work as
quickĮy ns possibĮe in the morning.

A: Yeah.I I{s
much quicker than waĮking but it's stiĮĮ good.
exercise.

B; cycĮing can be
dangerous in busy city centres.

A: Yeah, and cycling in heaay traffic is awfuĮ.

B: Yeah. So what about going by bus?

A: WeĮļ, Įf the
seraice įs reliabļe

B: But they're often Įate and too crowded, which
can be a reaĮ probĮem'

A: Mmm. taking
the bus euery day can be quite expensiue,

B: oK. He hąs a car nS weļļ gs a bike, so how
about traaelĮing to work by car?

A: --"-"---------- ---------- aery much,
either. oK, yoxļ're independent in a car but the
traffic in the rush hour is terribĮe'

B; And finding
somewhere to park can be difficuĮt and
expensiae.

A; So,

B: WeĮĮ, go by bike:
it doesn't cost anything, it's reĮiabĮe, usuaĮly,
and you traueĮ independentĮy.

A: And it's good exercise too,
But he

?

?

------- a cycle heĮmet

?

TIME
50 mįnutes

KEY TANGUAGE
Agreeing,
disagreeing,

concedįng, qualifying,

summįng up

PREPARATION
One photocopy of
the activity page for
each student

Moin octivities
Students do some of these activities alone and the
others in pairs or small groups.

ll Ciuu out the activity sheets.

Make sure students understand the situation.
Monitor their discussions, reminding them to
discuss the pros and cons of the different options.
Here are some points they could think about:

Whot įS the troffic like on the roads into the city
centre?
How difficult or expensive will it be for him to park?

Įs there a reliable bus service?
Are there safe routes for cycĮistl into the centre?

How long will it toke Williom to walk eight
kilometres?

How įmportqnt ore the following foctors: cost,
speed, convenience, reliobility, safety ond
keeping fit?

Ę ;p1rett students they are going to listen to a

short recording of two people doing this task
and they have to evaluate the discussion. They
will probably need to listen to the recording
twice. see page 'l36 for the Īapescript.

Suggested answers
ī The speakers don't discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of each 0ption. For example, the

advantages of walking and the pmsible disadvantages of

cycling are not explored.

2 They state thek own personal preferences but do not

agree on a solution for William.

3 Īhe speakers hardly interact at all' Īhey don't respond to

or develop lhe point made by the prevįous speaker. As
statement that 'it's t00 far lor him to walk' is followed by

a valid but quite unconnected point about crowded buses.

We don't have the impression that they are listening to

each other or that the argument is developing in any way.

E >>lstraen listen to two different people
doing the same task and answer the same
evaluation questions as for exercise 2. See page
136 for the Īapescript (the Answers to
exercise 4 are shown in bold). After you have
discussed the answers, ask students if they can
remember any other examples of interactive
language from the conversation. Point out that
the arguments are more fully developed and
there is more exchange of ideas.

?

B: AbsoluteĮy.

A: Yeah - bike's best!

Work in pairs. Read the dialogue aloud

Follow up
Write a conversation between two friends who are
planning a holiday together. The options they are
thinking about are:

. A camping holiday in the countryside

. Staying in a hotel in a famous historic city

. A holiday village by the sea (with lots of
organised activities).

At the end of the conversation they should agree on
which holiday to choose. Use some of the
interactive phrases from exercise 4.
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